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The theorem of Greene and Kleitman concerning the existence of k-saturated 
partitions for any partially ordered set P is proved by applying Dilworth’s 
theorem to the product partial order of P with a chain of length k. 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set. A k-fumiZy of P is a subset of P which 
contains no chain of length k + 1 (thus, for k = 1, a k-family is an antichain). A 
fundamental result due to Dilworth [l] says that the cardinality of the largest 
antichain in P is equal to the smallest number of chains into which P can be 
partitioned. In [2], G reene and Kleitman generalized this result to obtain a 
characterization of the size of the largest k-family, for each k. Let d,(P) denote 
the size of the largest k-family in P. For any chain partition % = {C, , C, ,..., C,} 
of P, let 
Bk(%‘) = i min{k, 1 Ci 11. 
i=l 
Given any chain partition %’ of P, a k-family intersects each chain Ci at most 
min {k, 1 Ci i) times, so d,(P) < B,(V). I f  d,(P) 1 B&5’) we say that %? is a 
k-saturated partition of P. 
THEOREM [2]. There exist k-saturated partitions of P for every positive 
integer k, that is, 
ddp) = 4P), 
where ek(P) = min Bk(V), with the minimum taken over all chain partitions of P. 
Note that for k = 1, this is Dilworth’s theorem. 
Greene and Kleitman proved this result using lattice theoretic methods. In [4], 
Hoffman and Schwartz proved a generalization using linear programming duality. 
In this note, we give a simple combinatorial proof of the theorem by applying 
Dilworth’s theorem to the product partial order of P with a chain of length k. 
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Let [k] denote the poset on elements (1, 2,..., k} with 1 < 2 < ... <k. The 
product poset of P with [k], denoted P x [k], is the partially ordered set defined 
on ordered pairs (p, i), p E P and i E [k], with the relation defined by (p, i) < 
(4, j) if and only if p < 4 and i <i. Our proof technique is similar to a powerful 
method in matching theory called elementary extensions or “blowups” [5]. 
The proof consists of three steps: 
(i) We show that every antichain in P x [k] corresponds to a k-family of 
P of the same size and therefore d,(P x [k]) < d,(P). 
(ii) We define a special class of chain decompositions of P x [k] (called 
associable decompositions) and associate to each such decomposition % a chain 
decomposition V of P such that II,@‘) < the number of chains in 97; we 
conclude that e,(P) is less than or equal to the number of chains in any associable 
partition. 
(iii) Finally, we show that there exists a minimum decomposition of 
P x [k] which is associable. Together with the conclusion of (ii), this will imply 
e,(P) < e,(P x [k]). Applying Dilworth’s theorem to P x [k] and using step (i) 
this yields 
Q’) < e,(P x PI) = W’ x PI) < h(P). 
We observed earlier that d,(P) < e,(P), so this suffices to prove the theorem. 
Before proceeding to the proof, we will need some additional notation. For 
each i E [k], we define the ith level of P x [k] to be the subset P x {i>; each level 
is a copy of P. Given any subset S of P x [k], the ith level of S, written (S)i is 
the intersection of S with the ith level of P x [k]. The projection of S on P, 
written S/P, is the set of all p E P such that (p, i) E S for some i E [k]. 
LEMMA 1. d,(P x [kl) 6 d,(P). 
Proof. Let A be any antichain in P x [k]. The projection of each level of 
A onto P, (A),/P, is an antichain in P and so A/P is the union of k antichains 
and is therefore a k-family of P. No two elements of A project onto the same 
element of P since distinct elements (a, i) and (b, j) in A must have a # b, so 
1 A/P 1 = / A /. Hence every antichain of P x [k] corresponds to a k-family of 
the same size in P and d,(P) 3 d,(P x [k]). a 
Let V be a chain partition of a poset. We will say that an element x covers 
an element y in %? if x and y are in the same chain, x > y, and no element in the 
chain lies between them. An element is maxin& in 97 if it is greater than every 
element in its chain. Let M(V) be the set of maximal elements of 55’. Obviously, 
1 M(e)1 equals the number of chains in 55’. If %? is a chain partition of P x [k], we 
will let M@) be the projection onto P of the maximal elements at level i. 
A chain partition %? of P x [k] is said to be associable if it satisfies the follow- 
ing conditions: 
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(Al) For 1 < i < K - 2, the projection onto P of the elements on level i 
which are maximal in %’ contains the projection onto P of the maximal elements 
at level i + 1, that is, 
(A2) If a E M&Y’) and a q! Mk-,(%) then (a, K) covers (a, k - 1) in V. 
In other words, M&Z) can be expressed as the union of two sets: Mz(%‘) which is 
contained in n/r,-r(g) and M$?Y), which consists only of elements a such that 
(a, k) covers (a, 12 - 1) in $9. 
Each associable partition V can be associated to a decomposition V of P by 
restricting the chains of $5 to level K and looking at their projection on P. Since 
level k is a copy of P, the result is a partition of P. The set of maximal elements of 
V’ is just MJ?Z), so it consists of 1 MJZ)j chains. 
LEMMA 2. If  %? is an associable chain decomposition of P x [k] and %’ is the 
associated decomposition of P, then 
B,(V) < B,(q, 
and therefore e,(P) is less than OY equal to the number of chains in the smallest 
associable decomposition of P x [k]. 
Proof. 
B,(g) = the number of chains in c 
since for associable decompositions, : M@)I > / M~(%)i for i < k - 1 and 
I w@)/ = I Jf:(+ql + I wp)l. 
Now, I&(%?‘) = c CEVt min{/ C 1, k}. Those chains in 97” with maximal 
element in ML(%) are of cardinality 1, since, according to property A2, they each 
cover elements at level k - 1. The remaining MC(%) chains each contribute at 
most k to the sum, so B&?‘) .< / A&(%?)] + k 1 M$Q?)I < B,(%‘). a 
This completes the second step of the proof. The following lemma is the third 
and final step. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a minimum chain decomposition of P x [k] which is 
associable. 
Proof. Let %? be a minimal chain partition of P x [k]. We will describe a 
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sequence of rearrangements of the elements among the chains of V which will 
yield an associable decomposition of the same size and prove the lemma. We 
will apply two types of changes to the decomposition: 
Insertions. Let x and x be elements in the same chain C of the partition 
such that a covers x in C, and let w be an element not in C satisfying z > w > X, 
then w can be removed from its chain and put into the chain containing x and a. 
We say that w is inserted into the chain. 
Switches. Let x be the maximal element of a chain C, and let y  be some 
element in another chain Ca with y  > X. Then make y  cower x: will mean remove 
all elements >y from C, and put them in C, . 
Clearly neither of these operations can increase the number of chains in the 
decomposition. 
We first perform a series of insertions to obtain a minimal decomposition 9?r 
in which every element (a, j) which is not maximal in $7, is covered in 9:, by 
either another element at level j or by (a, j + 1). Starting with elements at the 
first level and continuing through successive levels, look at each element (a, j) 
which is nonmaximal in the decomposition. If  (a, j) is covered in its chain by 
(b, ;) where b > a and i > j or by (a, i -+ 1) where i > j, then insert (a, j + 1), 
(a, j f  2),..., (a, ;) into the chain. After every element is treated in this manner 
the result is a decomposition %?r of the desired type. 
We will now describe a series of switches on V, which will give us an associable 
decomposition. For any element (a, j) which is maximal in the decomposition, 
with j > 1, if (a, j - 1) is not maximal and is covered by (b, i) with i < k, then 
make (6, i T 1) cover (a, j). This is allowable since (b, ;) > (a, j - 1) implies 
that (6, i T 1) > (a, j). Continue doing this until no such switches are possible. 
Assuming that this process terminates, we will obtain a decomposition 97, such 
that for every element (a, j) which is maximal in %a either (a, j - 1) is also 
maximal or (a, j - 1) is covered in its chain by an element at level k; otherwise 
another switch could be performed. By the properties of %, , the only elements 
covered by an element at level k are elements at level k or elements (a, k - 1) 
covered by (a, k). Therefore M,(%‘z) 3 M&&‘J 2 *‘. 3_ M,-,(g& and if an 
element (a, k) is maximal in ??a and (a, k - 1) is not maximal then (a, k) covers 
(a, k - 1). These are precisely the conditions for associability. 
It now suffices to show that the above switching sequence must terminate. For 
a given chain decomposition define values uui for 1 < i < k - 1, to be the 
number of elements a E P such that (a, i) is covered by some element (b, j) in the 
decomposition and (a, i + 1) is covered by (b, j + 1). Consider the vector 
v  = (WI , WE )...) ZQ+~). Each time a switch is made to cover an element at level i, 
zli-i increases by 1 and zlj stays the same for j < i - 1 (although ai may decrease). 
Thus every switch results in a decomposition with a lexicographically larger 
vector V; since each n”i is bounded by / P 1, the process must terminate. 
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Note added in proof. I have learned that a related technique has been used by S. V. 
Fomin to prove some stronger results. This can be found in Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 
243, No. 5 (1978) and appears in English translation as: Finite partially ordered sets and 
Young tableaux, Sov. Math. Dokl. 19 (Nov.-Dec. 1978), 1510-1514. 
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